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COVID-19 Update: More States Fully Open 
News regarding COVID-19 in the United States has remained positive as the vaccination pace 
has accelerated. With over 32% of the U.S. population fully vaccinated as of May 9 and daily 
COVID-19 cases continually falling, it would seem we can see the light at the end of the tunnel. 
Vaccine eligibility continues to expand to all adults with some vaccines approved for use for 
ages 16 and older. There are currently four vaccines in testing, which could become available 
for ages 12 and older, according to a summary by MarketWatch. 
 
Dampening the good news experienced in the U.S., there are several outbreaks around the 
world caused by variants of the coronavirus. These variants are more virulent; however, at this 
time none have been shown to bypass vaccinated persons, according to the U.S. Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). The following are the variants of concern currently being 
tracked by the CDC: 
 

• B.1.1.7: This variant was first identified in the U.S. in December 2020. It was initially 
detected in the U.K. 

• B.1.351: This variant was first identified in the U.S. at the end of January 2021. It was 
initially detected in South Africa in December 2020. 

• P.1: This variant was first detected in the U.S. in January 2021. P.1 was initially identified 
in travelers from Brazil, who were tested during routine screening at an airport in Japan 
in early January. 

• B.1.427 and B.1.429: These two variants were first identified in California in February 
2021 and were classified as variants of concern by the CDC in March 2021. 

 

Executive Summary 

• Vaccinations increased, and COVID-19 cases declined in the U.S. Some children are now eligible for vaccines. 

• The U.S. CDC is monitoring four variants, some of which are wreaking havoc in some countries.  

• Job creation unexpectedly fell in April, but employers still struggled to find workers for a variety of reasons. 

• Wages and commodities pushed up inflation expectations in early May. Investors expect interest rate 
increases by early 2023, although the Fed doesn’t expect an increase until 2024. 

• Corporate earnings came in strong, but investors often appear to be unfazed by the time they are announced. 

• Investors seem to be highly sensitive to changing inflation expectations. 
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The CDC website notes “these variants seem to spread more easily and quickly than other 
variants, which may lead to more cases of COVID-19” and could “put more strain on health care 
resources.” 
 
Even in the face of variants and some concerning news around the world, some areas such as 
New York City have announced intentions to be fully open by July 1. Each state uses its own 
discretion on COVID-19 restrictions, and several have relaxed restrictions. Even though states 
have reversed mandates, many businesses still enforce certain restrictions, such as masks and 
social distancing. 

Economic Update: Eye on Employment, Inflation 
While employment unexpectedly rose in March, it unexpectedly fell in April, with nonfarm 
payrolls only expanding by 266,000 instead of the expected increase of one million jobs. That 
pushed up the unemployment rate slightly from 6.0% in March to 6.1% in April. However, 
weekly jobless claims continue to decline, which is a positive development. 
 
The underwhelming April payroll numbers are juxtaposed against U.S. employers’ complaints 
that they cannot find enough workers. The Wall Street Journal and an explainer from the 
Associated Press, partially relying on a government survey, report a variety of reasons for the 
labor shortage, including:  
 

• There is still a fear of contracting or spreading COVID-19 at the workplace. 

• Closed schools mean some parents or caretakers cannot return to work. 

• The quick return of consumer demand caught businesses off-guard. 

• There is a mismatch in skills (recall the concerns of the long-term unemployed, for 
example).  

• Supplemental unemployment benefits are causing some workers to hold back. 
 
As employers attempted to attract more workers, average hourly earnings jumped 0.7% in 
April, which factors into inflation. Suppliers struggled to meet increasing demand, pushing 
copper and lumber prices to record-highs in early May.  
 
As of May 10, traders were projecting five-year inflation around 2.7%, which is above the 
Federal Reserve’s target of a 2% average. Investors were also projecting the Fed would increase 
interest rates in late 2022 or early 2023. The Fed itself is not projecting an increase until 2024, 
according to its March report. Nonetheless, media outlets like Reuters and Bloomberg report 
market expectations that inflation will only increase temporarily as economic bottlenecks 
resolve themselves over time. 
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Real assets, global equities, commodities, Treasury inflation-protected securities (TIPS), and 
floating-rate fixed income can help address inflation concerns. However, investors should 
maintain a long-term investment approach, especially if increased inflation turns out to be 
temporary. If investors need or desire some tactical management, actively managed diversified 
funds or models can adjust exposures based on changing inflation expectations. Your financial 
professional can assist in those decisions. 
 

Market Index Trailing Total Returns 

as of 4/30/2021 MTD YTD 1 Year 3 Year 

S&P 500 5.34% 11.84% 45.98% 18.67% 

Russell 2000 2.10% 15.07% 74.91% 15.23% 

MSCI EAFE USD 3.01% 6.59% 39.88% 6.27% 

MSCI Emerging Markets USD 2.49% 4.83% 48.71% 7.51% 

Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Agg Bond 0.79% -2.61% -0.27% 5.19% 

Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Corp High Yield 1.09% 1.95% 19.67% 7.00% 

Bloomberg Barclays Global Agg Bond USD 1.62% -3.76% 6.71% 2.47% 
Periods longer than a year are annualized. Returns include dividends or interest. Source: Morningstar. 

Market Update: Earnings Surprises Don’t Surprise 
Risk-on market sentiment continued through April on the back of positive economic data, and 
major equity indices continued to climb. The inflation debate (whether inflation will be 
transitory or longer-term) also continued. But the upward trend in Treasury yields ceased, 
perhaps indicating the argument for transitory inflation is gaining acceptance. The 10-year 
Treasury rate ended the month at 1.65% vs. 1.74% at the end of March. 
  
First-quarter earnings season started strong with higher-than-average reports of positive 
earnings and revenue surprises. According to S&P Global, operating margins reached a new 
high. Interestingly, Bespoke Investment Group recently reported that prior to the current bull 
market, positive surprise company earnings resulted in a one-day share price gain of 1.78% on 
average. More recently, stocks have averaged a 0.01% one-day price decline on positive 
surprises, suggesting investors are expecting reported earnings to beat projected earnings. This 
raises uncertainty on how the market would react to declining profits if rising input prices could 
not be passed through to consumers. 
 
Through the first week of May, there have been a few notable days. On May 4, there was a 
pullback in technology and other high growth stocks after an interview with Treasury Secretary 
Janet Yellen aired when she stated interest rates may need to rise if the economy overheats. 
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She later clarified this was neither a prediction nor recommendation. But the quick market 
reaction shows how tuned in investors currently are to any mentions of interest rates or 
inflation. Markets shrugged off a disappointing jobs report on May 7. The lackluster data likely 
calmed some persisting fears of an impending rate increase, overshadowing any negative 
reaction to the data itself. 
 
We are here to support you and navigate these times of uncertainty together. Knowledge is 
power, and we’re committed to equipping you and your financial professional with the tools 
and information you need to weather this storm. We are continuing to watch market 
developments and are here to assist you with evaluating and understanding these economic 
changes. Please contact your financial professional to discuss your portfolio or any questions or 
concerns you may have. 
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Investing involves risk, including the potential loss of principal. No investment strategy can guarantee a profit or 
protect again loss. In general, the bond market is volatile; bond prices rise when interest rates fall and vice versa. 
This effect is usually pronounced for longer-term securities. Any fixed-income security sold or redeemed prior to 
maturity may be subject to a substantial gain or loss. Vehicles that invest in lower-rated debt securities (commonly 
referred to as junk bonds or high-yield bonds) involve additional risks because of the lower credit quality of the 
securities in the portfolio. International investing involves special risks not present with U.S. investments due to 
factors such as increased volatility, currency fluctuation, and differences in auditing and other financial standards. 
These risks can be accentuated in emerging markets.  
 
The statements provided herein are based solely on the opinions of the Advisor Group Investment Research Team 
and are being provided for general information purposes only. Neither the information nor any opinion expressed 
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provided herein should not be relied upon for investment decisions and may differ from those of other 
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of the date of this document and are subject to change without notice. Advisor Group has no obligation to provide 
updates or changes to these opinions, projections, forecasts and forward-looking statements. Advisor Group is not 
soliciting or recommending any action based on any information in this document. 
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